Nucleolar organizer structure and activity in a nucleolus without fibrillar centres: the nucleolus in an established Drosophila cell line.
Classical electron-microscopic techniques (enzymic digestion, EDTA regressive staining) allied with autoradiographic studies after [3H]uridine incorporation or after RNA synthesis initiated by an exogeneous RNA polymerase in the presence of tritiated GTP, enabled us to describe the fine structure and activity of the nucleolus in an established Drosophila cell line. This nucleolus is composed of a large central multilobed core containing proteins, RNA molecules and a DNA-containing component. This core is surrounded by and connected to large clumps of dense fibrillar nucleolus-associated chromatin, which are intermingled with fibrillogranular ramifications extending from the core towards the nuclear envelope. These ramifications are covered by granules of ribosomal ribonucleoprotein. As shown by EDTA regressive staining the nucleolar core contains a ribonucleoprotein network, which unravels and ramifies within a fibrous matrix. RNA synthesis takes place at the level of this network in the internal part of the core. The molecules synthesized are associated with proteins and are exported out of the core in the form of granules. Although it is composed of the same constituents as other nucleoli, the nucleolus of Drosophila cells seems to be less organized, in that it never displays fibrillar centres, which have been referred to as the nucleolar counterparts of the nucleolus-organizers in a wide variety of organisms.